
What’s more, the MDX is confident,
stable, and poised on difficult roads. Its
steering encourages you to nail apexes,
and it holds a steady, predictable arc
through turns. On interstates, it tracks like
an Accord. It evinces minimal body roll,
and its ride—again like an Accord’s—is
satisfactory though firm, more at home on
byways unmolested by frost heaves.

Off-road, you push a button to deliver
maximum torque to the rear wheels—as
much as 56 percent, but this works only in
first or second gears and below 18 mph.

Although the MDX completed our dirt-
dog test, it offered the worst departure
angle, no hand brake, and scant engine
braking. More troubling, it felt as fragile
as the Lexus, insisting on a cautious, inch-
by-inch pace. Its off-road salvation, in fact,
may well be Honda’s steering, which
transmits all you need to know about sur-
faces and grip.

There remain other flaws. The MDX is
a heckuva big box, pushing aside so much
atmosphere that it tied with the Discovery
for creating the most racket at a 70-mph

cruise. There’s no comfy place to stash
your left foot. The manumatic shifter is not
disciplined about holding a gear. The front
seat cushions are as narrow as the BMW’s,
meaning they’re touch-and-go for lard
butts. The in-dash nav screen eats so much
real estate that the HVAC switches are
banished to an eyebrow shared with a dig-
ital clock, and you’ll have to fuss with the
TV screen to alter the fan’s speed.

With its vast, sloping windshield, the
MDX sometimes looks like a minivan—
more than once did we saunter to the
Mazda MPV photo van thinking it was the
Acura—although it carries extraneous bas-
ketball teams like a minivan, too. Not by
coincidence will it be produced on the
same line in Ontario that churns out
Honda’s Odyssey. If such soccer-mom
associations scare off buyers, well, that’s
a shame. Although the MDX’s driving
dynamics and cockpit furnishings are not
as engaging as the X5’s or RX300’s, it is
certainly more practical, imbued with the
“ute” that all SUVs promise but so few
deliver.
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engine line handling ride comfort capability amenities finish value styling drive RATING*

ACURA 9 8 9 9 8 7 7 9 10 8 8 91
MDX

BMW 9 9 10 8 8 6 7 9 7 9 9 89
X5 3.0i

INFINITI 8 7 7 8 7 7 7 8 7 7 7 80
QX4

LAND ROVER 5 6 4 6 5 9 9 6 6 6 5 72
DISCOVERY

LEXUS 8 8 8 9 9 5 8 9 8 8 7 86
RX300

MERCEDES-BENZ 7 7 7 7 7 7 9 7 7 7 6 80
ML320

MITSUBISHI 7 8 7 7 8 10 8 7 9 7 7 84
MONTERO LIMITED

HOW IT WORKS: Editors rate vehicles from 1 to 10 (10 being best) in each category, then scores are collected and averaged, resu lting in the numbers shown above.

* The overall rating is not the total of those numbers. Rather, it is an independent judgment (on a 1-to-100 scale) that includes
other factors—even personal preferences—not easily categorized.
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